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by 

Kay Hoyle Nelson 

At last. Introductions to authors our young adults are reading. No more paging 

through journals for a few details about the life and art of these fine writers. A series is 

under way. With the successful Cormier and Kerr texts already on many library 

shelves, with recently issued Hinton and Mazor studies now under scrutiny, and 

promised volumes on Norma Klein and Paul Zindel available this fall, the rapidly 

growing series demands our attention, and our praise. Those new to the field of young 

adult literaturer will profit handsomely. As an index alone, each text warrants the 

modest investment for its brief but comprehensive look at the life and art of the writer. 

In format, all share features. Each starts with a short chronological listing of important 

dates (birth, schooling, marriage, children, publications), and opens with a chapter 

providing fuller biographical details. Each volume examines all works-offering sum

maries, interpretations, evaluations; and providing, where appropriate, appendices 

with information on film versions of the works. Each also concludes with bibliography 

of articles, interviews and fictions of the author as well as selected book reviews, 

journal studies, and other secondary materials. 

But this series offers much, much more. For teachers of English, like, myself, these 
texts bring new voices and new perspectives to the conversation about literature for 
adolescents since contributors come from many fields - some are teachers, but others 
are editors, librarians, critics, or authors in their own right. For those wanting a fuller 
look at young adult authors, the texts "present" writers in highly accessible formats, 
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these designed to appeal to a younger audience as well as the more mature. The first four 
volumes illustrate a welcome variety in approach: Campbell's initial work targets the 
young reader in its call to join her and embark on an intimate, personal, chatty trip into 
Cormier territory - first into his home for a peek at his life and a talk about his art, then 
into his stories for a discussion of how they work; Nilsen's study of Kerr cultivates a 
more academic approach with concentration on appeals to the adolescent, drawing out 
the ways in which the life of the reader and the life of the art intersect; Daly, in a third 
volume, conducts a formal analysis of the artist working within a tradition, and in the 
process gives an interpretative reading and evaluative commentary on the development 
of Hinton's art. Holtze, in the fourth text, focuses on Mazer's working class background 
as the primary influence on material and message. Even a cursory review will confirm 
that these volumes perform a variety of services: informing, explaining, interpreting, 
evaluating, and always inspiring a reading and re-reading of the fictions they present. 

More than the others, Patricia J. Campbell's treatment strives to bring the young 

adult in the conversation. At the outset, she devises a simple, but appealing method of 

inclusion by inviting the reader to join her in a bicycle ride to Robert Cormier's house, 

imitating a scene out of one of his novels but with no mention-a pleasure to those who 

recognize the tactic, and a suprise in store for those who do not . A homey narrative 

takes us on a wintery day's tour, circling through two small Massachusetts mill towns 

that become settings for the fiction, where our guide sees and hears echoes of the works. 

Venturing toward the unknown, slightly awesome world of an unmet, author, she 

hunts for clues to his personality, and models the investigative techniques she hopes her 

young reader will eventually imitate. Her understandable apprehensiveness at a pre

arranged meeting with the writer famed for his ability to bring us face to face with the 

monstrous evils within others and ourselves dissipates, however, with a front door 

opening on a modest household and the man, slight, smiling, welcoming with an offer 
of hot chocolate. 

Campbell has a comfortable, familiar way of linking Cormier with the world of the 

younger reader, and she spares no effort to explain her Clark Kent of young adult 

fiction, seeking to unfold the mystery of the man with kindly eyes and endearing ears 

(comic features of the artist who controls sight and sound, we guess), a man who can 

change into an all-powerful, all-terrifying creator of good and evil. From his personal 

life, she culls details to soften and humanize-how, for instance, he pronounces his 

name one way while agreeing to any vocalization others happen to give it; how he has 

overcome a crippling fear of elevators to claim victory in a trip to the top of Sears 

Tower. Campbell concentrates on this writer's obvious accessibility : ensured for his 

family by a living room office with no door, and established for his readers through 

mailings with answers to commonly posed questions about the novels, personal re-
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sponses to special queries, and amazingly-with some telephone number published in 

one of the works. 

Having maneuvered us into a curiosity sympathetic with her own, Camp bell then lets 

Cormier speak for himself in a chapter largely composed of quotations - providing 

notes on his nocturnal habits, the discipline and concentration developed as a newspa

per writer, his view of writing as a process of discovery, his own curiosity about 

characters who spring to life with idiosyncratic strength and potential, his desire to 

communicate on an emotional level, his willingness to cut and paste in order to shape 

and reshape the fictive world, his love of words, the influence of other writers, his wish 

to be considered seriously, his delight in his audience, his philosophical and moral 

commitment. 

Seven chapters take up the works in order of their ability to generate admiration and 

controversy, and vary in analysis so that the younger reader (and the older) will not 

suffer the tedium of a similar treatment for all. Staring with Cormier's best known, and 

perhaps best work, The Chocolate War, Campbell launches into a description of its 

cinematic style, roving omiscient narration, literary allusion, and omnipresent religious 

symbolism -weaving all into a portrayal of Cormier's overpowering themes of inno

cence and evil. And while she manages a conventional analysis, she slowly reveals the 

way in which the literary work is a construct, and convinces that it does not materialize 

magically, easily, and unalterably. 

Her demonstration that a novel results from careful crafting-with some parts 

retained, others omitted-leads appropriately into a discussion of two vital corollaries 

of the reading experience: interpretation and evaluation. Campbell, ever conscious of a 

potentially young and untutored charge, confirms that intelligent and perceptive people 

may have divergent opinions about the meaning, significance and value of a work. Her 

fifth chapter considers the process of selection and emphasis, then addresses the 

problem of censorship, always an issue touching young adult literature. Illustrating 

with Cormier's own deliberations over fare suitable for his young readers, his wres

tlings with editorial suggestions on what is or is not appropriate for his audience, she 

applauds his insistence on an integrity of vision that wins artistically and humanely. 

To consider another aspect of the reading experience, Campbell looks at the extraor

dinary I Am the Cheese. Its fragmented interwoven sections lend themselves to a lesson 

on the pleasures of multiple readings : the flush of a first joy emerging as each piece of 

the puzzle comes into play and we see the unfolding picture; then a second delight 

where, with curiosity satisfied , we discover the aesthetic experience of the well

conceived piece. For the younger contemporary audience with so little time or inclina-
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tion to read a work more than once, attention to additional readings produces another, 

not inappropriate, side benefit: her point supports Cormier's own thematic insistence 

that we need to take a second look at what we do. 

Toward the end of the study, Campbell surveys the materials and devices that are 

hallmarks of Cormier's works. The complex structure of After the First Death prompts 

a review of doublings, parallels, clues, riddles, threads, masks-all means to explore 

persistent themes of trust and duplicity, innocence and evil, patriotism and fanaticism. 

This seventh chapter, along with the eighth on his autobiographical short story collec

tion, offers students ample material for exploration of the artistry, and prepares for the 

ongoing fascination with questions of what happens once the novel ends. Cormier's 

most recent Beyond the Chocolate War responds to inquiries from readers but also to 

his own perpetual What If? Campbell considers this novel not a sequel but another 

transformation, one more magic act with familiar materials-adolescents in a boys' 

school exploring friendship,sexuality, power, honor, and showmanship-to create terri

fying worlds that momentarily become real places. 

Then finally, as a concluding gesture toward her early promise to take us to the center 

of this mysterious creative power, Campbell finds herself turning to Cormier's wife of 

23 years who, once after typing some of his manuscript, looked at him and spoke for us 
all: 

"Who are you?" she said after a long moment. "We've been together all these years, 
but sometimes I wonder." (125) 

If the first book in this series wins over the student curious about the writer behind 

the works, the second will assuredly win over the teacher. Alleen Pace Nilsen provides 

an exceptionally fine discussion of the prolific and popular M. E. Kerr (Marijane 

Meaker a.k.a. Laura Winston, Vin Packer and Ann Aldrich in that other literary world 

of adult fiction). Organizing chapters into specific roles-the person, storyteller, writer, 

and teacher-Nilsen draws a picture guaranteed to inspire our bringing Kerr into the 

reading lives of your adults. And she deftly reveals why we will meet no resistance when 

she describes how Kerr "breezes into teenagers" lives like an Auntie Mame - more 

experienced and worldly than their friends and less uptight and protective than their 

parents ... treats them as though they are respected party guests worthy of her best 
efforts at charm and wit" (99). 

Nilsen enjoys setting this writer apart from her peers, establishing how 

she clearly does not fit the profile of the author for young adults-Kerr was never a 

high school teacher, she has no teenage children, and she does not write books for 
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adolescents because of her own frustrations as a teenager. Relying heavily on the 

autobiographical collection ME ME ME ME ME: Not a Novel to establish biographical 

facts, Nilsen underscores Kerr's natural affinity for writing, duly demonstrating her 

point that we can find more Kerr in written form than in spoken. Nilsen sketches a 

young woman's years growing up in Auburn, New York, taking special note of a 

father's figure-eccentric bicycle rider sporting a WWI French beret as be supports the 

WWII effort by exchanging his job in mayonnaise manufacturing for one dehydrating 

onions for field rations, a man who leaves a strong imprint on this writer's ideas and 

images. The familiar situations abound, of course-boyfriends or lack of them, nego

tiations with family and friends to establish position, going away to school, traumas in 

personal identity, conflicts with authority, glimmerings of a writing career, college life 

with sororities and romances. Nilsen reviews this particular text at length, not because 

young adults are reading it (though she recommends they might) but because in it so 

much Kerr personality dwells. Interviews with the author simply confirm the life/ art 

link-that fictional Cayuta is her hometown of Auburn just as Seaview is a modified 

East Hampton , that her fascination with life style develops out off these formative years. 

ilsen makes it clear that Kerr's early career writing adult suspense stories prepared her 

for adolescents with no time for long drawn-out descriptive passage, no tolerance for 

didactic messages, and no application for situations that do not also entertain. 

Rather than devoting specific chapters to each of the twelve novels, Nilsen quickly 

sketches main story lines while highlighting relevant characteristics of Kerr's storytell

ing. Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack! illustrates a love of contrasting characters who 

represent alternatives and options. If I Love You, Am I Trapped forever? with its broad 

range of characters establishes her understanding that while readers may come from the 

great mid-section of our society they will be intrigued by those at the extremes. Though 

an undeniable Kerr fan, Nilsen seeks accuracy in crediting artistic accomplishment. She 

cites character inconsistencies, overabundant literary references, and apparent rigging 

of events that can aggravate attentive readers; however, she is equally quick to 

explain that fans easily forgive a too-clever repartee like one finds in The Son of· 

Someone Famous because it gives so much pleasure. Kerr, we learn, has an unerring, 

ability to capture the pain of growing up: Is That You, Miss Blue? appeals to the reader 

beginning to separate from parents, and demonstrates this writer's sensitivity to the 

loneliness, apprehensiveness, questions and challenges a wider world will bring. Nilsen 

continually examines Kerr's work in light of this empathy. Little Little, for instance, 

while one of her funniest remains serious in its treatment of individual differences

offering levity to counter the more distressing experiences of those different in body but 

not in hopes, dreams, need and aspiration. Nilsen continually makes a case for bringing 

these books to our readers, finding What I Really Think of You and Him She Loves? 

attracli•ve because they raise questions rather than give answers. Certainly, Kerr has not 
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had unqualified success: Love Is a Missing Person has generated mixed response. Still 

successes do outnumber: Gentlehands has become an often-assigned novel because it 

integrates so well two seemingly incompatible story lines-here the lighter teen ro

mance at a resort merges with a more serious, problematic hunt for a Nazi war 

criminal. As an educator, Nilsen values Kerr's reader-based approach which starts with 

the familiar and readily understood personal situation then slowly advances to more 

complex social issues. She even hints that Kerr's latest cross-generational I Stay Near 

You may herald, in a comparable fashion, a new direction as it experiments with 

leading young adults beyond their own immediate present and into their spheres of 
influence. 

Nilsen concludes with a shift back to the author's personality and its ramification for 

readers. Systematically she establishes the picture of a complex and identifiable individ

ual, a writer who seeks recognition and understands her competition, a person who 

knows the importance and limits of the adolescent's world, a word wizard who can 

engage in verbal play yet remain deadly serious in her aim. In fact, Nilsen's final 

chapter on Kerr's goals for her audience could easily double as a rationale for inclusion 

of these works in the school curriculum, for it sets out the writer's ever-present and 

worthwhile preoccupations: development of intellectual curiosity, appreciation of lan

guage, cultivation of a love of reading and writing, and understanding of human 

motivation, roles and relationships. Nilsen concludes by typing Kerr's work with that 

of television's sit-com, her chief rival, and by illuminating the crucial difference in 

commitment to improving the human condition. 

In contrast to the earlier studies, Jay Daly's Presenting 5. E. Hinton shifts to artistic 

considerations, and seeks to evaluate the writer of adolsecent literature in light of a 

tradition of American letters. A very brief background chapter confirms and exploits 

the myth of the reclusive, self-protective, isolated individual-the outsider-for it 

discloses scant information about Susan Eloise Hinton, the young author from Tulsa 

who remains hidden behind adolescent male protagonists probing fragmented contem

porary American landscapes and touching our history and heritage. 

Daly's formal and directive approach to this writer's artistic competence may appeal 

more to those who like a positioned view. But even for those who prefer a criticism that 

opens a text to multiple interpretations, his approach is not without merit in that it 

erects a field of question and challenge. Each of the four main chapters offers a 

summary of the story under discussion, an evaluation of critical reception in journals 

and newspapers, and a personal reading of the work. At the outset, Daly finds promise 

in The Outsiders,for here is the passionate outpouring of a seventeen-year-old girl who 

witnessed a street gang confrontation that ended in murder, and wrote about it even as 
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her own father lay dying in a hospital. To measure her artistic achievement, he ushers in 

Fitzgerald's ACTION IS CHARACTER, and uses this standard to examine her street/ 

rogues' gallery which ranges from the popular fourteen-year-old Ponyboy Curtis to 

his slightly older, more perplexing mentor Daly. Daly does not dwell on the milieu of 

street violence and gang warfare where factious Socs and Greasers continually flirt with 

the rumble, but instead gravitates toward themes that have a literary tradition; he names 

three - Communion or Sunsets, Society of Orphans, and Staying Gold - as concerns 

central to Hinton's larger vision of our common experience, separation, and loss of 

innocence. 

If, for Daly, the first novel suffers in its uncontrolled zeal, the second fails from an 

overzealous control. Looking again to the motivating moment as a key to the final 

product, he questions the value of a work that developed as an exercise to overcome 

writer's block. The two-pages-a-day generated by dutiful typing yielded That Was 

Then, This is Now, a competent technical advance but one lacking inspired movement. 

While granting an appeal in its themes of time, change, and friendship - again with 

young men crossing into and out of street gang culture - Daly finds this novel signifi

cant merely as an exercise to hone skills, a way to experiment with narrative devices, 

myth and legend. Thus, in his own analysis, there is less time on the relationship of 

Mark and Byron, and lure and allure of their potent worlds, the evolving separation, and 

more on themes and images - less on what does appear and more on what might. 

In Rumble Fish, however, Daly finds the mythmaking art he seeks. This next short 

novel of passion, grace and technical mastery traces a street fighter's slow remembering 

of a personal and mythic past. Once more, Daly locks into the precipitating event-this 

time Hinton's fascination with a picture of a boy and a motorcycle clipped and carried 

without clear understanding of why. Daly praises this narrative which Hinton devel

oped from a story first published in her university alumni magazine. He admits that 

readers have been at odds over the value of this work, but speculates that some 

disagreement may have been spawned by a poor film handling (All Hinton's works 

have been turned into films, and Daly discusses these in the appendix). Daly genuinely 

admires this cameo of a young, sensitive street hoodlum recalling, recounting and 

delicately recognizing his inability to control his fate; he pinpoints pivotal images in a 

world colored by perception-watching Rusty-Jones, lover of street fights and street 

lights, move toward his brother/hero Motorcycle Boy and into contact with the 

colorless, intellectualized, deflated and defeated life of the classical hero and medieval 

knight-with themes of destiny, isolation, and awareness conspiring to blur vision. 

No such lavish praise develops for the later Tex even though Daly deems it mature 

storytelling-straightforward, realistic, integrated-with traces of writer removed. 
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Returning, once more, to criteria in the character/action matrix, he exposes a Hinton 

orphan rooted in the timely, not the timeless, a protagonist oddly disappointing despite 

an uncompromising honesty, integrity, responsibility, generosity and hope. Although 

seeing here the continuation of concern with familial, social and economic survival 

raised in earlier works he loses interest in a world which he believes has been aptly 

described by one reviewer as that of "unexpected contentment" (91). The most recent 

work disappoints because it fails to meet Daly's standard for an art that "explodes into 

an awareness that is truly subversive, that shakes the foundations of the reader's 

version of comfortable reality" (94). Perhaps, if we accept Daly's version, Tex is too 

mature. 

Anyone who reads all volumes in this new series will soon appreciate the individual 

styles, both strengths and weaknesses. Sally Holmes Holtze would lay claim to special 

challenge in Presenting Norma Fox Mazer,as she faces a writer whose growing body of 

works defies neat classification. Holtze looks for a partial explanation in this writer's 

personal and literary roots. The first chapter, replete with pictures spanning childhood 

to motherhood brings us a writer with poor European immigrant relations, parents 

forced to leave school in the eighth grade, a blue collar household-all materials for 

novels exploring working class economic viability. Yet literacy of the family also comes 

into play, for Mazer taught herself to read before entering school. And Holtze, it seems, 

would connect personal history with literary by noting slow changes in the young adult 

genre as Mazer was growing up: in the 1930-40's female protagonists on society's 

fringes were beginning to face complex social and economic issues; then in the 1950-60s 

realistic voices of young protagonists were beginning to sound, with Salinger early, 

Hinton and Head later. Into that world comes young Mazer, starting to write, making 

up stories about imaginary triplet brothers-a girl pre-occupied with a desire to look 

into the lives of others (her safe voyeurism) and a need to share what she sees. 

Holtze's promise to trace the evolution of the artist nearly stalls at the first and 

biggest hurdle. Most troublesome is the one short chapter determined to provide a 

chronological overview of thirteen novels which elude easy description and categoriza

tion. Holtze attempts to offset the litany-like survey with attention to distinctive 

features. She outlines in J Trissy, the many narrative devices often found in Mazer since 

these can range from the more private and personal diary entries to imagined public 

newspaper articles. Holtze wrestles with the distracting and disconcerting nature of a 

shifting narrative voice which undermines any sense of unity in the protagonist. Later 

she surveys elements of style and concludes that Mazer writes more appropriately for 

young adults when she moves away from descriptive passages, like those in A figure of 

Speech, and develops dialogue that can simultaneously move action and reveal charac

ter, citing an example in Taking Terri. Though unable to praise Mazer's on-going 
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stylistic experimentation, Holtze does grant some genuine successes: Mrs. Fish, Ape, 

and Me, The Dump Queen, a novel perhaps more suited to earliest adolescence, 

exemplifies an exceptionally fine handling in Mazer's special niche of the relationships 

between women; and the more recent Three Sisters offers a story with a protagonist 

Holtze praises as wonderfully believable and passionate. 

Holtze actually finds more comfort in the short stories. Holding Poe's recommenda

tions for brevity and single effect as criteria compatible with her own, she examines 

Mazer's two collections, outlining subject matter, recurring themes, characters, action, 

and setting. She recommends the first grouping as the more satisfying in that it seems to 

have an overarching unity that is missing in the second. Again, Holtze gives ample 

attention to narrative devices, but does not address, as we might hope, the "effect:' 

Rather, she turns in a subseguent chapter to point out this writer's simple, heartening 

messages to the young. 

Praising Mazer's ability to side-step the didactic yet remain inspirational and 

thought-provoking, Holtze describes those ethical dilemmas and unique challenges that 

arise within the context of the teenager's world. At times the situations are surprisingly 

simple (even simplistic when Holtze holds that one of the most difficult and courageous 

things teenagers can do is to tell parents they intend to disobey). Generally, the ensuing 

message justifies the fictive circumstances. And Holtze tags some of those brief mes

sages she finds central: life is not easy, don't despair; other views and perspectives do 

' exist; independence, self-reliance, responsibility and control provide steps into adult

hood; relationships between individuals (whether male or female) require honesty, not 

hypocrisy and deception. 

She emphasizes Mazer's insistence on behavior modelling as instrumental in bring

ing young readers to question, examine, and learn. Holtze herself believes that readers 

of young adult fiction must be able to identify with the action, character and setting of 

the works. She concludes that Mazer's art succeeds particularly well when she writes 

about her own background, and she indicates that some success may be due to the fact 

that this author writes the kinds of books that she herself would like to read. As a 

confirmation of Mazer' s popularity with the adolescent reader, Holtze closes with a brief 

anecdote about the time the author managed to trade a fresh copy of Dear Bill, Remember 

Me? for the one she had been asked to autograph- the proffered book was incredibly 

dog-earred because it had been read by 57 kids. 

For those of you who are still not as certain about the new Twayne series as the 57 

about Mazer, I recommend the following. Approach it as a fantastic party, a gathering 

of folk who have as common ground an enjoyment of young adults and their literature. 
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There you'll meet a variety of writers talking about authors with whom they've spent a 

great deal of time. Some of these writers you'll surely like, some you won't; some you'll 

agree with instantly, others you may reject. One person will charm you while another 

will raise your ire. You can find the polished speaker as well as the careless. Many you'll 

want to meet again or recommend to friends; one or two you might lay gently on a 

back shelf. Nevertheless, you should find excitement in this new gathering. And if not 

there will always be the anticipation of the next, new entrant-precisely the one you'v~ 
waited for. 

Book Review 

Making of Knowledge in Composition: 
Portrait of an Emerging Field 

Upper Montclair, NJ: Boynton/ Cook. 1987 

by 

Hildy Miller 
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Many of us, teachers and researchers, want to expand our thinking about composi

tion by reading varied research, but find ourselves feeling intrigued yet overwhelmed 

by the array of research methods in the reading. Currently, several studies compare 

some of the multiple modes of inquiry being used simultaneously throughout the field 

of composition. Most often the focus is primarily on the relative merits of experimental 

and naturalistic research, thus preserving the assumption that only methods derived 

from the social sciences are appropriate ones and preserving the notion that teachers, or 

practitioners, as North calls them, are recipients not makers of knowledge in the field . 

Stephen North's book is one of this genre -yet it is also significantly different: Rather 

than taking a comparative stance, asking proponents of different approaches to make 

their cases, he enters into the worlds of the many modes on inquiry himself, presenting 

a comprehensive view. 

His purpose is to make sense of the "methodological landrush," as he calls it, that 

started in the 1960s, and since has proliferated into so many modes of inquiry that they 

vie for our attention and compete with one another in contests of validity and 

appropriateness for the study of writing . Composition is still a new field , thus North 

feels such methodological diversity, though it enriches the field, can strengthen it only if 

we are informed about the different methods and can bring about a rapprochement 

among them. Otherwise, he warns, this diversity will splinter the field (itself a splinter), 

leaving its fragments in other disciplines. 

North accounts for these many modes of inquiry by grouping the methodological 

communities that use them into three major categories: practitioners, scholars, and 

researchers. The section on Practitioners recognizes that much knowledge has been and 

continues to be generated by teachers and transmitted mainly by oral means into a 

considerable body of lore: The other two major categories account for the dual position 

of composition in both the humanities and social sciences. The section on scholars 




